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Library f oflows
cutback trail
by John Austin
Interim Editor

Eastern's budget headaches
continued this week as the JFK
Library cut back hours and
services to students.
Starting Monday the library
began closing an hour early
Sunday through Thursday
nights and opening one to two
hours later on Saturday and
Sunday. All told, then hours
were lost to _students using the
library's regular services.
But the cutbacks don't stop
there. Charles Baumann,
University Librarian, said
many individual desks inside
the library are getting cut back
in staffing hours in order to
comply with a $167,000 cutback order from the state
legi~lature.
Hardest hit were the
photocopy.
government
documents and curriculum
desks, which Baumann said
dido 't have · n;iany hours to
begin with.
"This is where the cuts
don•t show," he said Tuesday.
''The peripheral desks are being cut back."
Another desk hit is the
Periodical Desk. "We've had

$30,000 lopped off,''
Baumann said.
''Many
subscriptions have had to be
cancelled.''
Baumann cited a particular
science technical journal
which was costing $3,000 a
year in subscription money.
"We were the only place in
and around Spokane that was
getting the journal," he said.
"But it had to go. Many scientific and technical journals
that farmed the backbone of
the departme~t had to be
cancelled."
"There were more cuts here,
but they were modest compared to these," he said; adding that the Sights and
Sounds desk and Music
Library were also cutting

back.
Baumann said the new
hours have already began to
affect students.
·"Last (Monday) night we
counted 22S students leaving
between 9 and 10 p.m., and
most of them were after
9:45," he said. 0 i'm sure these
students would have stayed
until 11 p.m. if not for the
hour cutback.
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(cont. on page /1)
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With that, Frederickson
recommended the closure , of
the University Nursery Schqol,
located in the south wing of
-Sutton Hall.
He also called for a cutback
in JFK Library operating
hours.
·
"The Lab School is an upcoming subject,'' he told the
board.
According to Frederickson,
the maintenance department is
"in deep trouble."
"The classified staff is
~ working very hard amid all the
cuts in part-time and student
help," h~ said. "The campus ·
is poorly maintained and
poorly ser.vi~ed. Maintenance
is really feeling the effects of
the cuts!'
He said sharp reductions in
part-time overload money
contributed adde~ sting to the
already deep cuts.
''There are no disasters,'' he
said. "But _there are serious
problems."
_
"Former President Gerald
Ford will be the guest speaker
at the Founder's Day
. ceremonies in conjunction
with the Centennial," he said.
According to Frederickson,
Ford will deliver a 3 p.m. address at Reese Court April 14.
He said the 38th pi:e.side.n t of
the ·United States will also attend a $SO a plate dinner in
Spokane that evening.
In <;>ther business, the board
discussed
setting
up
cooperative programs with the
University of Idaho and
Washing~ri·
~ate University
·to. flnd ~ roomt' See ·
in sucb fields ~engineering.

Frederickson told the BOT
and a good-sized crowd AdEastern is "not as good a ministrative Vice-President
university as it was a year Russ }:lartman was in Olympia
ago," according to EWU · explai.,ning to · the · Higher
President Dr. H. George Education Appropriations
Frederickson.
Sub-com~ittee why ~WU had
Addressing tne members of not declared a financial
the Board of Trustees emergency.
Thursday in the PUB Council
"\Ve were able to anticipate
Chambers, Frederickson said the crisis before the other ,
EWU is "really feeling the ef- schools," said Frederickson.
fects of Reagan's budget ''For that reason we were better re ared to face it.''
By Stephanie Vann
Associate Editor _

Thursday, February 4, 1982

/

The board's newest
member, Bert Shaber of
Chewelali, said the set-up cost
for a cooperative would be
minimal.
"EWU should stick to what
it's good at," said Chairman
Bruce McPhaden.'
According to member - Andrew Kelly, there is a need for
EWU to respond to the needs
of the community.
"EWtJ will be a · major
university in 50 years,'' said
Kelly.
"I don't think Eastern can
be all things to all people,''
McPhaden countered.
Shaber said the co-op would
not be short-ranged.
"It would be a continui:lg
thing," he said.

Shaber then told the board
he felt free exchange was impossible with an audience.
"We need more time to
discuss issues before we
meet," Shaber said. "For example, merit pay is a burning
issue and the board members
have had no time to discuss it.
So many people are concerned
about it, it is like rewriting the
Bible."
He then called for an even.ing meeting at the Bori' Marche.
"Even if three of us get
together it constitutes a
quorum," said board member
Eleanor Chase. "Therefore, it
would still become a public
meeting.''
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Cuts f ~rce clo~ure of nursery.School
By Stephanie Vann
Associate Editor

"Historically, in a crisis
situation it is the women and
children who are saved first."
That is what Rosetta Kass,
instructor at the University
Nursery School, told a group ,
of parents, concerned citizens
and students that met Monday
after learning of the Administration's plans to phase
the school out.
Director Tordis Busskohl
said she received word of the
closure only two days before
last Thursday's meeting of the
EWU Board of Trustees.

"Jn a crisis situation
it is the women and
children who are
savedfirst."
'""------

.

Busskohl said Eastern
would save $30,000 per year
by
elim_inating
the
"laboratory" preschool. •.
According to Busskohl,
Provost Duane Thompson
told her even if the financial
situation at EWU improves,
there is "little likelihood that
the nursery school will be
reopened."
"Perhaps the Board of
Trustees should re-examine its
list of priorities," said
Busskohl.
''President
Frederickson has never been
inside the school in the nine
years it has been a part of the
c~mpus.
"Either he is too busy or the
school is just too far dowh on
his list of priorities."

"Perhaps

"Maybe we should
take our children
over to march on
President
Fredrickson's house and
leave them there.''
"I can't begin to express the
sorrow I rt:el at the closure of
the school/' mother Sandy
Beavers said through a stream
of tears.
"When I brought my son to
this preschool a year ago he
stuttered so badly you could
barely understand him. Now,
thanks to Rosetta Kass and

Tordis Busskohl, my Michael
doesn't stutter at all. It was
worth every penny to see him
no longer stuttering."
The preschool boosts programs in applied psychology,
home economics and speech
pathology and audiology at .
EWU, said Busskohl.
"What people don't seem to
understand is that the
preschool is not a daycare
center," said Jane Mace,
owner of Cheney'~ Jeans

"We're not going
to settle for anything
less than this.''

. "It is selfish of me
but I want my son
to go to school here. "
Parlour. "It is not just geared
toward social development.
The children learn to interact
with other children which
makes it easier to adjust when
they enter the regular elementary school.''
"We're not going to settle
for less than this,'' said special
education teacher Susan Page;
whose three-year-old son is on
the preschool waiting list. "It

i&. selfish of me, but I want my
son to go to school here."
'According to Sharman Collins, a co-op parent whose
four sons attended the nursery
school, if the program is phased out, "EWU will be the only
institute of higher learning
without a preschool."

"EWU will be the
only institute of higher learning without
a preschool. ,,

VITA offers tax assistance ·service
VITA, The Volunteer Income Tax assistance Program·,
is starting this weekend,
February 6, in Spokane at
Franklin Park- · Mall~ North
5628 Division. Free assistance
with tax forms will be
available from 12 Noon to 3
P.M., Saturdays and Sundays
until April 15.

The 1982 VITA program offers free help to taxpayers with
an income of $10,000 or less
for 1981. The program is a
combined effort of students
from local colleges who have
volunteered their services in
tax preparation. Students
from Gonzaga Law School,
Spokane Falls and Spokane

community Colleges will be at'
Franklin Park Mall.
Assistance will also be
available at the Pence Union
Building on the campus of
Eastern Washington University. The accounting sorority of
EWU will assist students and
residents of Cheney between 2
and 4 P. M., Tuesdays and

Thursdays.
VITA volunteers offer information on preparing tax
forms I 040A and the long
form, 1040. They will help taxpayers figure their exemptions, deductions, pensions,
sale of residence and earned
income, retirement and energy
credits.
Taxpayers who meet the
VITA income · - requirements
for 1981 should bring the tax
forms they received from the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
and W,-2 forms along, with any
other papers showing money
they received during the year
to the VITA locations.

Taxpayers must come to the
above lo_ca,ri_9ns to take advantage of 'the VITA program.
Please do· not call the schools.
... I\ V,1,'f,A •i11forma'l'tOJ1 ' will' not be
)available over scheol phone
lines; for help by phone call
the Internal Revenue Service.
From Spokane call 456-8350.
All others call toll free -l-800723-1040. To request Federal
Tax · forms call l-800-4527890. '

the

Board of Trustees
should re-examine
its list ofpriorities."

The meeting seemed to be a
forum for venting frustration
and anger and for eliciting
suggestions from parents and
concerned citizens. The suggestions included letter-writing
· Each
\i'.IT A
volunteer
campaigns and circulation of
~tudent
has
sucessfully
competitions.
pleted an IRS training course
Others were more hardSeveral EWU students 2et "soaked""at a recent movie series presented by the recreation club in the and an IRS Examination.
hitting.
campus pool.-photo by Daryl Vesey
"Maybe we should take our
children over to march on
President
Fre~erickson's
house and leave them there,"
by Cullen Loeffler
gain a new perspective on the that apes and humans are
Easterner: Do you in fact
Staff Writer
said one mother. ''We might
problem, The Easterner has related. Now how would you believe that humans 'are
The Creationist vs. Evoluget someone's attentiop."
obtained a phone interview like someone to accuse you of related to you:f
tionist
argument has heated up
Moving testimonies were
with an ape in one of the na- being related to humans?
Bonzo: J categorically deny
given by mothers on the merits · recently due to a court decition's leading zoos. Fearing
Easterner: I am human.
it. Off the record though,
sion in Arkansas. In order to
of the nursery school.
repercussions, the ape asked to
Bonzo: Sorry.
there are disturbing
be identified as Bonzo rather
Easterner: Why do you find similarities. We're both lazy,
· than by his real name.
it unpleasant to be related to have similar hands, facial
Easterner: Hello, thank you humans?
features, and are mammals.
for taking the time to talk to
Bonzo: It's pretty demean- Of co1,1I'se apes are better lookus.
ing being told we're related to ing.
·
EXAMS e GLASSES e CONTACT LENSES
Bonzo: No problem, I was a species that kills its own
(cont: on page 12)
625 B Street
235-5
just sitting here studying kind, builds atom bombs and
humans.
,
watch'-11 daytime television. It
Easterner: How do you feel gives us a bad name in the
about the teaching of evolu- animal kingdom. Every time
tion in school?
an ape does something wrong,
Presents...
Bonzo: I'm opposed to it. the other animals say, ' there
You see, evolution teaches you go, acting human again."

Satire ----Monkeying

:~'L

Pam~
-~~'

around with evolution

@en/er

The BEEHIVE

''Red Hot"'
Country Rockl

Friday & Saturday
*SPECIAL*
•Honey-Dipped
Fried Chicken
•Franch Dip Sandwich

1- ,3_2,

I

'last food sen,lc• always'
~

I

H1' VING COMPANY? ·
TRY THE

~

Power

1111 11· 8111
304W.1stCheney,WAI.M004
. onStateHlghway904

Color TV in everw roo• I
PHONEI 235-6531

Sup_port
. ~·
March•~fflA
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Fallout shelters
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W.ould you ·know wh~r~_(~ go?

By Kim Church
Staff Writer

It's 2:24 in the afternoon in
Cheney. You and a bunch of
your friends are gathered
around the TV, watching the
latest episode of General
Hospital.
Suddenly the
Emergency Broadcast Symbol
comes on. After 30 seconds of
buzzing you hear Spokane
County Sherrif Larry
Erickson's voice saying
'' Proceed to your nearest
fall out shelter .... "
Would you know ·where to
go?
If not, don't worry. You're
not alone . . Very few people
know that there are six
licensed fall out shelt~rs here
on campus, and that at last
count four of them were stocked with emergency food,
water, sanitation and medical
kits.
And, according t9 Lt. Earl
Brown of the Emergency Services, several other buildings
on campus have the
capabilities to be used as
fallout shelters.
The biggest shelter is located
in the basement of Showalter
Hall. Although cluttered with
doors, desks, EWU Bulletins
and other assorted items now,
when cleared it could house
2,991 people possibly more in
a pinch.

It also has several 17.5 . pie," he said. "The downtown
gallon barrels of water (the area is down in a valley. If a
barrels, when empty, can be train carrying hazardous
used as commodes), boxes and materials were to derail, a toxboxes of carbohydrates ic cloud could form over the
(crackers and candy), medical downtown area in minutes."
kits (recently gone through to
"The shelters could then be
remove the Phenobarbitol) used to house people that the
and sanitation kits.
cloud would affect."
There are five more shelters
And according to Lt.
on campus--Hargreaves Hall, Brown, this possibility is not
Pearce, Dressler ·and Dryden so far-fetched.
Halls, and Kennedy Library.
"In a little town outside
The total capacity of the Torontp, Canada, a train with
shelters is 9,063 people.
26 · tank cars derailed-Why didn't you know ,all propane, . flourine and such.
this?
The cars started blowing up
"Most people try not to and a toxic cloud formed.
think about it at all," Lt. They had to refocate 240,000
Brown said. "They see it as people--tl:ley did it in less than
something that happens to a day.''
other people, not me Then on
Lt. Brown says they can also
a .national level everyone's be used in the event of a torpretty much gotten . the idea nado scare, a mass power
that thing,s are useless anyway, failure, or a number of civic
so why worry?'''
· emergencies.
And, he admits, in the case
But they're no help at all if
.of a nucle,a r war we probably people don't know abput
ans, doon, and supplies
would not be using the fallout them.
•~
-photo by Marc Kriz.
shelters anyway. We either
"The main thing," he says, you could just grab them . and
'' People should find out
wouldn't have enough notice "is that people become con- go."
where the shelter nearest to
to get to them, he says, or we cerned. People need to say to
Because, although all them is located," he said.
would have enough notice so themselves, 'If something hap- shelters •were stocked at one "They should check it out to
that Spokane county could be Jjened, where would we go?' "
time, that no longer may be see if it is stocked with suprel_o cated.
And, he adds, they need to. . the case. Some building plies.
But, Lt. Brown adds, be prepared.
owners ·have ·requested the
nuclear war isn't the only
~'They,~hould have some ex- stuff be . removed from their
"The
probability
of
possibility
of
a
need
for
the
tra
food
and
water
and
even
something
happening
is
basements;
some
water
has
I
shelters.
~dical supplies set aside so become unsanitary and had to greater than most people
· think." ..
"Cheney is a perfect exam- that if something did happen be removed.

I

"Some specialize in sociology,
An overload of schoolwork; •on the other end of the line.''
"Many people are under the business or· any field that is a
a rocky relationship; homesickness; trouble meeting new misconception that Rap-In is helping profession."
people.
·
,
group-oriented,'' he said.
According ·to Reimer, who
These and many other fac- "Crisis calls are handled by. is also· a Morrison Hall Resitors tend .to place an enormous telephone on a one-to-one dent'advisor, Rap-In's Hotline
amount of stress on . the basis."
is actually a three-credit class.
Reimer., 29, said about 50
average person· but there is a
''Thete are no set prerehelping hand available on percent of the Rap-In's quisites for joining Rap-In's
campus, according to Rich.a rd Hotline staff is made up of Hotline'', Reimer said. ''People who wish to sign up have
Reimer director of Rap-In's psychology majors.
''They are not limited to to take the classes and go
Hotline.
Reimer said recently Rap- psychology,'' said Reimer, a through a screening.''
Reimer said . he personally
In's Hotline is .staffed with psychology major himself.
highly trained personnel
dedicated to helping people
through personal discussion.
Rap-In's Hotline operators
receive ext~nsive training in
such areas · as rape, delaye~
By Brian Butler
For Indians these figures
trauma stress and "a whole
Staff Writer
mean business. The Indian
mess of other · things," said
Indian Studies is not a Studies Department, maincourse
offering in folkdance.
taining its operations at the
Reimer.
•'Operators also attend
In fact, ff the staff of the In- EWU Longhouse are gearing
classes•in verbal cues in an ef- dian Studies Department at up for thi~ ironical turn of forfort to better understand feel- EWU are correct it may be one , tune for Indians. John Colings on the basis of verbal of the most vigorous areas of · onghi, Director of the Depart· merit, who himself is Aleut
cues. They learn to evaluate learning for the future. ·
The cause is simple; Indian says, "It's business."
.
the pitch of a person's voice or
the way a person cries in order reservations in the U.S. ac.: - The 200 Native American
to get an idea of the way he or count for about 2.4 percent of students enrolled at EWU
the land in the lower 48 states, · comprise the largest Native
she is really feeling."
According to Reimer, Rap- but these lands contain by con- American student population
In's Hotline has been servative estimate 25 percent of the three ·major universities
operating for approximately of the U.S. mineral wealth. · in the state of Washington.
eight years and has been very More i~portantly for us, eight Their presence here i~ due in
successful. However, the of the ten richest tribes are part to the strength of the Indian Studies D~partmen~.
hotline is not being utilized as located in the Northwest.
much as he would like to see.
· "We receive calls from people wanting someone's phone
number or address or froJ,n
people who need general information about what's going on
around · campus," · said

screens all applicants and
assigns the grades.
"We do_a lot of role-playing
in which I assume the role of a
person in a crisis situation.
The operator responds to
show how well he or she can
help a person deal with that
situation,'' he said.
What Reimer said he looks
for in Rap-In's Hotline
operators is people who are
''very receptive and empathetic . to other people's

causes."
"The people at Rap-In's
Hotline care. If they didn't,
they wouldn't be.with the program," he said.
The
hotline
services
Spokane as well as Cheney and
EWU, according to Reimer.
The hours are 6 to 10 p.m.
"I would like to expand it to
an hour earlier and an hour
later next quarter," Reimer
said.

lndi.an_studies·'-vigorous'

Reimer.
"We do provide such services, but our ·staff is more
trained to f octis on such things
as crisis intervention.'
He said the operators are
geared to "helping the person

1
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The lSD was establish~ in
197 l as the Indian Education
Center. Originally ·it was to
facilitate and enhance the
education of Native American
students. Under ,..the director-

(No Appointment Necesaary from 9 a.m. • 5 p.m.)
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ship of Colonghi, who took
over as Director of the ISD in
1978, it has expanded its services taking aim at departmental status.
·
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LUNCHEON MENU

►

Served.from l0:30 a.m. -2: IS p.m.

,Thurs. Feb. 4 Vegetable Beef Soup, Turkey Tetrazzini, Cheeseburger, Taco Salad Plate, Corn, Salad Bar, Wht &
WW Bread, Banana Cream Pudding, Chocolate Chip
Cookies
Fri. Feb. 5
Clam Chowder, Gr. Ham & Chse Sand, Gr. ChseCornchiR, Meat Casserole, Chef Salad Plate, Peas,
Salad Bar, Wht & Ckrd Wht Brq, Butterscotch Pudg,
Ice Box Cookies
Sat. Feb. 6
Brunch
Sun. Feb. 7 Brunch
Mon. Feb, 8 Cr. Chicken Soup, Taco Sandwich, Tuna Noodle
Cass., Ham Sid. Plate, Pickled Beets, Salad Bar,
Wht & WW Bread, Apple Cobbler, Choe. Chip Bar
Tues. Feb. 9 Lentil Soup, Flshwich, She'pherd's Pie, Chef Sid
Plate, Peas, Salad Bar, Wht & Raisin Bread, Vanilla
,
Pudding, Dutch Brown Sug. Cookies
Wed. Feb. 10 Vegetable Beef Soup, Coneys/Pot. Chips, Zucchini
Creole, Veg. Sid Plate, Wax Beans, Salad Bar, Wht &
WW Bread, Cheese Apple Crisp, Brownies

10 Punch Breakfast/Lunch tickets . .. $20

10 Punch Dinner Tickets. . . $37
:µinner Hours: 4: 15 - 6:30

•
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The -big one
that.got away?
A bill that died at the hands of the Senate Higher Education Committee in Olympia last Wednesday will no doubt be
remembered as "the big one that got away'' by about 3,400
potential college students with disabled or deceased parents.
The bill would have permitted those students to register for
college before the May 1 Social Security cutoff date, although
they could not enroll for classes until later.
The bill is just another to be added .to the Reagan Administrati6n's ever-increasing list of budget fatalities.
Republican Sen·ator Sam Guess of Spokane called the bill
"just another subterfuge to take money away from the
federal government when our president is trying to balance
the budget," according to one Spokane paper.
So, according to Guess, the bill was nothing more than a
fraud, a cheat, a show of trickery or double-dealing.
In weighing the provisions of the bill against the purpose of
its defeat, one is compelled to wonder who, in fact, is the
cheat and the fraud.
Approximately 3,400 possible students with deceased or
disabled parents will quite probably miss the opportunity to
receive a college degree for lack of financial backing.
The typical stuffed shirt in D.C. would doubtlessly offer
such a suggestion as, "Why don't they take on part-time
jobs?"
At last count, unemployment was holding steady at 11.1
percent.
in his recent state of the union address, President Reagan
said the classified ad sections of most newspapers were
overflowing with job opportunities and that trained personnel
was the thing that was lacking.
He continued, saying the job of the government is to train
people for these jobs.
Pretty remarkable how in practically the same breath he
could yank the rug out from 1,mder the people most eager and
able to recieve that training.
Let's face it. There are only so many all:-night filling stations and evening paper routes.
Of course, one year of aid from Social Security for .
Washington students would cost the federal government $6
million.

The residuals from "Bedtime for Bonzo" alone would probably cover that.
_
The bill, which failed miserably on a straight partyline vote
with Republicans defeating the proposal, would have affected
students at all public institutions of higher learning.
That includes EWU, WSU and all community colleges.
So next fall, when some 3,000 high school graduates are added to the ranks of the unemployed, Senator Sam may
reevaluate his statement and realize who is really cheating
whom.

Editorial copy sloppy
The Easterner has received in the last few weeks a number of
letters to the editor that for the most part are insightful and articulate. Most of these letters, however., have been obscured
because several rules for publication have been ignored. So,
once again:
Any editorial copy submitted for publication in The -Easterner
must be typed, double-spaced, on white typewriter paper. All
copy must be signed by the student or students that wrote it,
although a nondeplume may be substituted for publication.
The Easterner has been receiving letters from students and
others that are hand-written in such a style that they cannot be
deciphered unless an hieroglyphic specialist is hired, an expense
The Easterner's budget will never allow.
We have also received letters not signed by anyone (someone
by the name of "Concerned Students" recently brought one by)
that by policy we cannot print. If those students that wrote these
letters would come in and sign them, we then can run them, even
with an anonymous signature on the published letter. Letters
received not following these guidelines wi·u not be printed.
.
Editorials written and published in The Easterner are that
writer's opinion, and do not necessarily reflect opinions held by
The Easterner staff. Responses to editorials are always welcome,
as long as the guidelines above are followed.
THE EASTERNER STAFF
John Austin ......................................... Interim Editor
Stephanie Vann . ......................... ........... . Associate Editor
Mark Nelke .......................................... Sports Editor
Chris Tate .................................... Interim Feature Editor
Marc Kriz •..••....•.•..••....•.....•..•.•........•... Photo Editor
Mr. Richard Hoover •...•••.••••..•.••.•.••..••••.••.•.••••• Adviser
Staff writers: Susan Howard, Cullen Loefner, Chris Gaston, Run Miller;
Barry Morris, Kazunobu Okamura, .Jeff Bunch, Scotl Sabo, Brian Butler, Mike
Coomes, Kirk Findlay
Staff Photogr,aphen: Daryl Vesey, Davt ~artwrtght, Randy Rains, Lindsey
Scaw, Doreen a1enz, Brian Rothermel.
,/

Bunker Hill view rebutted
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to
your "Viewpoint" article
dated January 28, 1982. Since
I worked for both the old
Bunker Hill Corp. and Gulf
Resources, I feel I am
qualified to respon·ct to the
author's uninformed opinion.
The news reports on this
tragedy are at best superficial
and misleading. The mine
closure has been expected for
years and was no surprise to
experts. Deeper shaft sinking·
was stopped in the late 1950's
due to a lack of commercial
ore. Work since then has been
in the upper areas, concentrating on known ore reserves
and reworking old areas for
low-grade ore left by low
technology methods. Gulf
Resources knew_this lack · of
ore existed when they bought
the mine. The investor group
planning to buy the mine,
headed by Mr. Magnuson not
Duane Hagadone: knew they
could not operate for more
than three to five years. Their
purpose was to reap profits at
the expense of the miners, not
to save the town.
Gulf Resources moved in
high-technology mining equipment and quadrupled production but w·ages rose at about
the same rate as inflation. In
1963, I graduated from
Kellogg Senior High and went
to · work for Bunker Hill for
$2.90 an hour. I was making
good money. When Gulf
bougpt the mine, ,wages were
up to $7 .00 per hour, but my
purchasing power ...was down. I
was making less money due to
inflation according to government labor statistics, but their
prices and profits had risen
sharply. I knew there was no
future in the "Silver Valley"
and mqved my family out and
sought a new career. I would
call it the "Raped Valley"
now.
. -

Many times I agreed, as a
contract miner, to do work for
the Company at a price that
they had set. After the work
was completed, mostly in very
dangerous conditions, they
would simply refuse to pay if I·
had made more money than
they expected. One foreman
told me he would not allow a
miner to make more than him,
no matter how much work the
miner did. This has happened
to all miners, not just me, on a
regular basis. Even with a
union we really couldn ,t do
anything for fear of being
fired. The Company could
"set up" the man they wanted
to fire--even if it took several
months.
I don't like "International
Unions", but I see no other
defense against these heavyhanded employers.
If
· businesses can merge to
strengthen their position, why
is it so terrible for the worker
to do the same? Must we be in
a position like "Solidarity"
before we realize what is happening? Our Government said
six years ago that they were
going to break PATCO. The

strike was forced on the air
controllers intentionally "to
save the taxpayer money'' and
then Congress voted a pay
hike for themselves that exceeded the demands of the airtraffic controllers. Article Six
of the '' Articles of Federation" states ... " nor shall any
person holding office of profit
or trust, under the United
States or any of them, accept
any present, emolument (gift,
gratuity), Qffice, or title of any
' kind whatever from any king,
prince, or foreign state ... ''
Presid~nt Reagan said the controllers had broken the law so
therefore they must suffer the
consequences while he rode on
a saddle, a present from the
Mexican President. l suppose
we can obey the laws th·at we
choose if we write those laws.
The miners in Kellogg were
destined to lose, if not now,
then in the immediate future.
Why should they line the coffers of the millionaires while
biting the bullet? A problem
faced is a problem solved.

Rocky Evans
Mead, Wash.

More cuts •in order?

Dear Editor:
would deny access to higher
Students need to· become education to more than a
aware of what is happening to million students.'' Cuts in Pell
post-secondary education at Grants (BEOG) alone would
the federal level.
cause ... "the elimination of
On.Dec. 15, 1981 the Con·-., approximately ·so0,000 .
gressional Committee ~oh · students f~om.the pfogr,am," , ,.
Education and Labor and' the
The Aclministration is also ,
Subcomittee on Post- seeking a 47.4 percent cut in
secondary Education sent Ter- minority programs and a 67 :9
rel Bel, Secretary of Educa- percent cut in graduate and
tion, a four-page letter. Some professional programs. '
excerpts from that letter may
The letter ends with this
shock you.
statement.
These congress persons state
'' Again, we urge you . (Mr.
that, ''The overall Federal Bell) to oppose any .drastic
budget increased seven percent reductions and to ensure that
between 1981 and 1982 while . program ¥ital to higher educathe defense budget increased tion receive adequate fun16 percent. During this period, ding."
education funding decreased
I urge you to write to your
by 13.2 percent."
repre~eritatives and tell them
They go on to say, "Further that you oppose any further
cuts, such as those currently cuts in education and support
Dear Editor:
The expanding involvement being discussed with the Ad- the Dec. IS stance taken by
and enthusiasm of Screamin' ministration, will not result in these two congressional comEagle basketball fans is ex- reasonable cutbacks, but will mittees. One or two letters
tremely gratifying. EWU cause irreparable harm to the won't · have much impact but
basketball players and coaches programs and adversely affect hundreds will, especially in
this election year. Your educaare very appreciative of the in- the populations they serve."
When
addressing
the
finantional future is your responcreasing interest and level of
cial
aid
issue,
they
say,
sibility.
support shown by our
"Proposed funding levels,
Russ Turner
students.
along
with
suggested
policy
Assistant
Director
- It is also- our belief that fan
changes
in
these
programs
Learning Skills Center
interest should be carried out
with respect shown for our op- .
ponents as well as all EWU
competitors. Apparently a few
graduate in four years, so we
fanatical basketball followers Dear Editor:
went beyond the bounds of
In regard to Gary Peasley's are obviously giving up needed
reason to vandalize 'and January 28, 1982 letter to The study and practice time to go
damage the team bus for St. Easterner I I would like to to these games.
4) As a member in the pep
Martin's College during or clarify several points.
band,
I can clearly state that
foil owing the game on
1) The pep band is a strictly
January 22, 1981.
volunteer group that goes to most of the student support at
· We would hope that the games to watch and play. games comes from the band.
athletics and especially basket- Doesn't this make them spec- You can ask the cheerleaders
that!
ball during the winter season tators?
be a rallying point for our
5) At the Holiday and Rose
2) All members in the band
university,· an activity we can are EWU students. Doesn't Bowl football games, both
all share with excitement and that make them student spec- bands, (WSU and U of W)
pride. Let's continue our in- tators?
: were seated in the middle of
volvement but with respect for
3) We are already planning the student spectators section.
others as well as ourselves. to add new music as soon as Therefore, Mr. Peasley's
Thanks for your support.
we can find rehearsal time. claim that "It's just not
Furthermore, as music majors done," can't be substantiated.
Jerry Krause · we have to maintian a 19 credit
Jeff Ray
Men's Basketball Coach per quarter average to

Eagle.fans
_o ut of hand

Ray backs Up band
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'Godspell' on ·road
For months, the sign on R.
Boyd Devin's door read "NONOT YET''. Recently, a new
sign went up. The sign said
simply, "YES".
That day, Eastern' s President H. George Frederickson
received from Russell Bice,
National Director of USO
shows, a letter announcing
"Godspell" had been "screened, approved and confirmed
for an overseas tour of
military installations by the
USO, the Department of
Defense, and the American
Theatre Association.''
The Iona, anxious months
of waiting were over.
Dr. R. Boyd Devin, a professor of theatre at Eastern, is
a veteran of several USO
tours. Devin and his cast of
eleven have already started
some of the complex and
numerous preparations for the
tour.
.
The cast includes map.y ·1ocal
actors. John A. Duenow of
Cheney, a professor of music
and music theatre at EWU, is
both the musical director and
a perf~rming member of the
cast.
Other cast members include
Eric L. Hartley of Cheney,
Rebekah Stone Buel, W. Clin- .
ton Buel, Tom Hare, Shawna

all of Spokane, Marita K.
Brown of Davenport, Jennifer
Baldwin of Olympia, Michael
R. Warnecke of Bainbridge
Island and Adrienne Lambert
of Bellevue, who is also the
production's choreographer.
"Godspeil" is scµcduled to
visit Korea and Okinawa for
47 days between June 14 and
August 7, 1982.
For the servicemen and
women overseas, "Godspell"
will provide live entertainment
and a touch of home. For the
student performers, the tour
will provide not only incomparable professional experi~nce, but the opportunity
to be unofficial U :S. ambassadors and to broaden their
knowledge of other cultures.
For the University Theatre,
the selection of "Godspell" is
a singular honor. It is the only
college production in the entire riorthwest to be approved,
and it is the only college production scheduled to tour the
Pacific Command this summer. As Mr. Bice said in his
letter . to
President
Frederickson, "Selection for
such a tour is and indication of
theatdcal excellence of which
the University can be proud."

Japanese festival
by Kazunob.u Okamura

Today February 4
8 p.m. Dance production,
"Dancer's DeUgbt" in the
University Theater. Performances also Friday and Saturday evenings.
All day. "Pacific Northwest
Drawing Perspectives''
displayed in EWU Gallery of
Art. Continues through Feb.
26.
February 5
1:30 p.m. Kiddies Matinee,
"Going Ape" in the PUB
MPR. Free admission. Also
showing 1:30 p.m. Saturday,
admission SO cents.
9-12 p.m. Alpha Rho Epsilon Dance in the PUB MPR.
Admission is $1.
February 6
7 p.m. Movie: "Stripes" in
PUB MPR. Admission is $1
students, $1 general. Also
showing 6 and 9 p .m. Saturday.
10 p.m. Movie: "Eye for ari
Eye" iil PUB MPR. Admission is $1 students and $2
general.
February 7
8 p.m. EWU Music Theater
Performance in Showalter
Auditorium.
February 10
7 p.m.
Improvisional
Theater: "None of the
Above," in PUB MPR. Free
admi~sion.

Reitan and Tynna Windishar,

Godspell Cast: (left to right) John Duenow, Eric Hartley,
Tom Hare, W. Clinton Buel and Ken Haywood will travel
to Korea and Okinawa to perform this summer. Photo courtesy of Terry Kraft, University Theatre.

-

an exchange of Cultures .. ··:·

early in the morning until late one of the entertainments of Hamanaka.
do~s not mean we show t.tie
Star~ \l'.riter . ,
at night to make I the, p_ar:ty il _,_J he festival, also interested the
"We wanted to make a ~e~!S~~ ,...,pe~pl~ .. t~~t onlY.. ,
,
The Japanese Fest1v.af, call- success. I think the reason why American people. Origami family
atmosphere,"
a Japanese students are a famied f.'Omaisuri, '' which~aimed ·~ the party was successful is \hat' means colored, •pa~er -for - JapanesC:_ ~tudent said. "It ly, but all _people are a family.
at an ~-X'~angerof•cu~~ure! wa~... · eve~~9?~.reall_iz~d 'thP,,t tf;l~.J).flr-: ~folding ..play. '_Japanese people'.·
held · m the Mult~-Purpose Jy was 1mp~rtant for. him or . play to make· various things by
Room of. the PUB Fn_day • The her arid · that' everyone par- just folding the paper without
NEW
RBS B.B.Q. TACO!
room was crowded with about ticipated in the party's cutting or sticking it. "The
300 people.
. .
_p repar~tion voluntarily.''
American people might have
PEPSI SPECIAL!
Many parttc1pants gave
di'd felt mystified, r thinlc," said
cheers to the event. One of the
However, Hamanaka
With Any Food Purchase
plans the Internatienal , Stunot conceal there were worGet a 2-Liter Pepsi
dent Association made :·was
ries. According to Hamanaka, . . For Only 89•
given by Japanese students at- ··wtren he knew the party was
Plus
tending EWU. Tbe plan had· planned by ISA, there was no
ONE BEDROOMPurchase
a
B.B.Q. Taco &
the purpose of letting the · organization of. the Japanese
Fl:J
RNISHED
Get a Second 2-Liter Pepsi
American people become 'students .·' attending EWU.
For0nly894'
familiar with a portion of' Therefore, · last year the :·
..
-,.
Japanese culture.
Japanese students held their ·
(Supplies Limited)
UNFURNISHED
(Stam Monday, Feb. Bf:h)
''I think except for the peoparty in a small way ta
pie's crowding when getting
heighten their spirit.
the meal, it was very sueIn the MPR various enter723-lst St. Cheney
Call Z36-6155
cessful,'' an · American man
tainments including Judo· and
after1:30
said. "I was especially imKarate were held. Origami,
pressed by the Japanese people's behaviors when we
I
entered and left the party·~ I ·
mean, they bowed to each person. I think that is the expres- • ·
' '
sion of the Japanese students' ··
attitudes toward this party.''
•'
An American woman said,
'' I was glad I could see Budo
and the beauty of the Japanese
dancing. The dancing was like
a flower blooming in the ·
Budo's world!'
"We took about three
weeks to plan and prepare for
,
our festival,"
Ryusuke
Hamanaka, coordinator of the
Japanese Festival, said. "In
the meantime almost 30
Japanese students strove from

ITEM -
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$215
. ·, ~~
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Pence Union Bililding
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Ombudsman
Are you having problems
getting satisfactory action
from campus organizations ~Cheney organizations-? The
Easterner's
Ombudsman
wants to help you. Send a letter to the Easterner or stop by
and let us know what trouble
you're having and the steps
you've taken so far.

/
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Ferocious monsters invade bio halls
by Cullen Loeffler
Staff Writer

You may have noticed
photographs of huge,
ferocious monsters in the
hallway of the·biology department. Rest assured; we are not
being overrun by a race of
giant insects.
Those photographs are the
product of a unique process
invoh>ing Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM). According
to Dr. Robert Carr of
Eastern' s biology dept., SEM
can produce photo images of
objects enlarged from 10 to
250,000 times their normal
size.

and converted into an image
on a cathode ray tube.
The process is in some ways
superior to a light microscope.
"The very outside, upper
limits of a light microscope are
2500X (magnifications), 11 said
Dr. Carr. '' In reality most
light microscopes only go to
lOOOX, while Eatern's SEM is
capable
of
achieving
maginifications of 250,000X."
"The other major difference is that we have an
ability to see in the order of
500 times greater depth of
field. When I look through a
tight microscope at specimens,
I'm severely restricted in terms
of the depth I can have in
focus at any one time." But
using the electron microscope,
"we can look at fairly large
features and see the whole
structure," said Dr. Carr.

SEM uses an electron
microscope that scans objects
placed in a vacuum chamber.
The microscope projects a
beam of electrons. These electrons penetrate the surface of
The system also has some
a specimen and knock loose
disadvantages.
In order for the
other electrons, some of which
to
work,
are detected by a photo sensor microscope

Eastern briefs
by Chris Gaston
Staff Writer

EWU Chess Club member
Paql Stermer is scheduled to
present a chess exhibition at 1
p.m. Feb. 9 in PUB Room 3A.
He plans to simultaneously
play two computers and the
first eight opponents from the
general public.

i
~

Overflow opponents will be
matched up against other
Chess Club members.

•••

The production of Dancers
Delight has been extended
.through Saturday, February 6.

FEBRUARY .
.,,,..,,,.,"'" "''''"'"'"""'''""

BUY 1 T-SHIRT...
Get The
Other One FREEi
504 l st Street
Cheney

All New Swimming Suits
AreNowlnl
Good Through February 15, 1982

specimens are scanned in a
vacuum. "The high vacuum
precludes looking at living
specimens in most cases,'' said
Dr. Carr. "In a light system
we .can look at living
materials. 11
According to Dr. Carr,
"There is a lot of maintenance
involved. The specimen
chamber area is easily contaminated which leads to interference with the electron
beam. This is a particular problem because of the extremely
small apertures that the beam
must travel through."
The system cost $62,000 but
may bring revenue to the
university since private companies can rent the equipment.
"We are attempting to set up a
means of cooperating with
local organizations to do contractual work with them, or to
train · them to use the
machine, 11 said Dr. Carr.
Eastern students are learning to use the SEM in two
Eastern
Washingt<;>n
University Music Theat~e's
fall production of "Godspell"
will be presented twice next
week on campus at EWU.
A jubilant celebration of the
Gospel as told by St. Matthew,
"Godspell" will be performed
on February 10 in Showalter
Hall Auditorium, and on
February 11 in the PUB MultiPurpose Room. Curtain time
for the February 10 performance is 8 p.m. and ad;mission
is $3.00. The performance on
February 11 will be a dinner
theatre presentation. For more
information or tickets contact
the Kiwanis Clubs of Cheney
at 299-3521 or 235-8463.

....

An International Trade
Symposium, "Planning for
International Markets,'' will
be held on Feb. 9 and 10. It is
designed for managers or

HAMILTON
ACCOUNJING

Monster orbug?
classes: Scanning Electron
Microscopy (Bio. 397) and a
graduate class, Advance Scanning Electron Microscopy.

Photo by Daryl Vesey
Reserachers at Eastern are
also using the SEM, both in
the biology and geology
departments.

owners of small businesses
who want to engag~ in international trade. This program will
be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in Kingston Hall Auditorium.
For more details and reservation information contact
University Conferences at 3592406. Reservations are due -by
noon Feb. 3.
I Dr. Joel W. Rosenthal of
Chevron Research Company
will address a seminar on
. "Synthetic Fuels from Coa!
and Oil Shale." This progtam
is sponsored by the EWU
chemistry department. The
seminar will be held from 8
a.m. till noon on Feb. 11.
Applications are still being
accepted from professional artists interested in participating
in the Washington State Arts
Commi.ssion program for
1982-83. Information concerning this program is available
by contacting Lee Bassett at
the Arts Commission, Mail
stop
GH-11,
Olympia,
Washington, 98504, (206) 7533860. The deadline for applications is March 31, 1982.

Free tax assistance is
available to those who are confused about filling out a tax
return or can't afford to have
for a professional assistance,
says Rob Bennett of Beta
Alpha Psi.
VITA, the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program
is sponsered by Beta Alpha
Psi, EWU's professional accountjng fraternity. Assistance
wi11 be available till April 14th.
They will be located in the
PtJB room 31 J Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 2-4 p.m. On
Wednesdays they will be in
room 3GH from 12 noon to 2
p.m.

•••

Beta Alpha Psi members
will be assisting taxpayers with
both the basic 1040 form and
the 1040A, including exemptions, deductions and special
credits for which some taxpayers may be eligible.
Taxpayers interested in free
tax help should bring their tax
packages, W-2 forms, interest
statements and other pertinent
tax documents with them.

•••

~Hair~
Haircuts & Permanents
and Colors
Cheney
Spokane
235-8119
328-4984
Tuesdays W. 814 Rosewood

235-SJ69

Stylists:
•
eKayWalkup
•f=lyde Leifer
112 College St., Cheney

FEB. 9th:·.

6:30P.M.

U.e3e■ly

$1.00 Per Couple
:French Cuisine
Reservations Can Be Made

Starting Feb. 3

,
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austin space:
by John Austin
lneertm Editor

Well, what do you know.
There may be some justice in ·
the world after all.
After ten weeks in the top
spot on the pop music charts,
Olivia Newton-John's dreadfully sweaty "Physical" dropped down· to number four,
thus not becoming the number
one song of all time. In its
stead, Hall and Oates' "I
Can't Go For That" jumped
up from number four.
"Waiting For a Girl Like
You'' by Foreigner and

"Centerfold" by The J. Geils
band remained at two and
three.
Overall, the songs in the top
10 are examples of the
mediocrity that is selling. It's
selling to teenyboppers but in
lesser numbers than ever
before. The entire music industry is still in depression, a
deep valley it hasn't' escaped
from since I 977.
Everyone is affected. Even
top bands-, like the Rolling
Stones and The Who, are feeling . the economical bite.

Musical·chairs,.talk show seats
Though REO Speedwagon -tioh for insomniacs: David Given a chance, they will latch
had a big hit in their album Letterman is hosting his own on.
"Hi Infidelity" the total sales show at
12:30 a.m.
. ••••••
of that long number one hit weeknights.
While last week's film in the
were substantially lower than
This talented comedian, PUB, "Excalibur,'' is far
previous number ones, most who has guest-hosted for from believable, even more
notably "Saturday Night Johnny Carson numerous unbelievable was the attitude
Fever."
.
times and for five months had of the attending crowd SaturWhen "Endless Love" and his own mid-d.ay talk show, day when three times the
"PhysicaP' can together hold takes up the spot that master screen went black.
the top spot for twenty weeks, egocentric Tom Snyder was
True, this is not the sort of
then the music industry is in a asked "to vacate" last month.
thing one enjoys during a
grave and serious depression.
As opposed to Snyder, Let- movie, especially at an "ex•••••••
terman will be funny. And in- citing" part, but juvenilistic
stead of drawn out interviews yelling and ranting will not
If his past work is any in- with boring guests, Letterman make the projectionist work
dication, then here's a sugges- promises regular skits on a any faster, but rather inhibit
variety of subjects and occa- his thought processes.
sional guests to brighten up
• In the early days of movies,
the show.
when breaks in films were far
Snyder would still be more common, the audience
around if he could have main- would clap politely in unison
veterans with either a five- tained the high level of in- as a prompture for the projecpoint or ten-point preference. teresting guests he had the first tionist. This told the worker
All physical requirements are few months of his revamped that the film was at odds and
waived_ for vets who are found show. Instead, his machine helped him think clearly as to
to be physically able to per- ran out of gas, and he quietly how to mend the film.
.
Wouldn't polite clapping help
form the duties of the position died.
The only thing that will kill the poor projectionist more
without harm to themselves or
Letterman
is his time slot. than inconsiderate-boorish
others. All your good time in
There
are
viewers
out there in behavior?
the service applies toward
Try it. Everyone will like it.
seniority. This gives you an TV land that late at ni~ht.
edge against layoffs.
For more specific information on veteran preference and
federal job information, in
FOREIGNCAR
Spokane, Wash., contact , •,•:
REPAIR
!:
Spokane County Civil Service
1-IIRO
office, W. 11 15 Broadway,
USED CAR
24-HOUR
Spokane, WA, or call 456? SALES .
4711. Information can also be
SPECIALIZING IN
· TOWING
'58 · '61 , ....os
obtained by contacting the Of1/2-Mile South on Cheney-Spangle Road
fice , of Personnel Management, 1900 E. St. N.W.,
235-8123
Washington, D.C., 20415.

•

Veteran's ·corner
by T.C. Tate
Spedal lo lhe Easterner

As a vet, you may be preferred over other applicants for
Civil Service jobs. .
Qualifying vets wh!J make
passing scores on civil service
exams have either five or 10
points added to their exam
grade in open competition for
federal civil service jobs.
A five point preference is ·
given to veterans who
separated from active duty
under · honorable conditions
and under one of the five listed
conditions:
1. During any war; or
2. From April 28, 19_52
through July l, 1955; or
3. Participated in any campaign or expedition' for which
a campaign badge or service
medal has been authorized; or
4. Served for more fhan 180

consecutive days since January
31, 1955; or
Were on active 'duty dar'ing
December 7, 1941 to April 28,
1952,

I

Ten-point prefcrence is
given to any honorably
separated veteran who has:
I . A service connected
disability; or
2. Received the Purple
Heart for wounds; or
3. Been receiving disability
compensation; or
4. Been receiving disability
retirement benefits; or
S. A pension under laws administered by the VA, Army,
Navy, Air Force, Coast
Guard, or Public Health Service.
There are many civil service
positions that are open only to

DAVE'S AUTO WRECKING

~j

,,=tfi'4

a great way to prepare for being
an Army officer. In ROTC,
you develop poise, stamina and
self,confidence - the three
trademarks of an Army officer.
There are other good
reasons for taking ROTC, too.
Like scholarship opportunities.
And financial assistance- up
to $1.000 a year for your last
two years of ROTC.
.
But most ROTC grad,
uates will agree that the best
reason is the commission you'll
ea,rn along with your college
degree.
So if you want a job after
college that offers real challenge
and real responsibility, do
what John Morrell did. Take
ArmyROfC.
·A nd begin your future as
an officer.

11

As Executive Officer of
the Army's Defense Language
Institute at Monterey, Cali,
fornia, rm responsible for the
housing, feeding and well,
being of .500 students. And
that's no small task. I man,
age an annual food budget of
over a million and a half
dollars. And I'm accountable
for five milli011 dollars worth
of property.
"I always wanted to do
sorrietning that would allow
me to have a constructive
impact on people's lives," says
John. "That's why I became
an Army officer. This way, I'm
both a leader and a manager.
"On top of managing
money, I also supervise a staff
of 24 people. And each one
has unique problems that I
have to handle on a daily basis.
You better believe the leader,
ship and management training
I received in Army ROfC is
paying off."
Taking Army ROfC is

:,

ATEWU,
SEE Captain Culver Stone,

Room206A,
Cadet Hall

(tel. #359-2386)

,_

1st Lt.John Morrell wasabusinessmajoratthe University
oflowa and a member of Anny ROTC.

•
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Sports

Tough road'. ahead for Cagers
by Mark Nelke
Sports Editor

the Eastern Eagles
prepare to take off on a road
trip that will take them to
three cities in five nights,
men's coach Jerry Krause feels
confident about his team's
situation as EWU begins its
stretch run at a West Coast
region at-large playoff berth.
"We're about where we'd
like to be right now,'' said
Krause of his 12-6 Eagles.
"Sure, there were a few games
we'd like to have back, but
you can say the same thing
about some of the close games '
we've won.''
Eastern will have plenty of
competition in its quest for-one of two available at-large
spots in the region. Cal StateNorthridge (15-2) leads the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association, followed by Cal
State-San._Luis Obispo (16-4),
Cal State-Bakersfield (15-4)
and Cal State-Dominguez
Hills (11-5). The league winner
will get an automatic berth
while the others are eligible for
ad at-large berth.
In the other California
league, the Far West Conference, only the league champion is likely to qualify. The
Far West champ gets the other
automatic berth.
As

In the northwest, AlaskaAnchorage boasts the best
mark at 16-5, while Eastern
and Puget Sound share 12-6
records. Theoretically, it appears EWU is battling with
five other teams for two
playoff spots.
The Eagles begin their threegame road,trip tonight in Seattle with a rematch with the
Falcons of Seattle Pacific,:- a
team which stunned Eastern
61-53 on Jan. 18 on Reese
Court. "Our players are lookI ing forward to this one,''

c-c-HEN-n)
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Krause said. ''The last game
wasn't anything close to our
potential.''
Saturday the club stops in
Tacoma to attempt a sweep of
Puget Sound. Eastern won the
first meeting 66-64 at home
Jan. 13. On Monday the
Eagles motor to Lewiston to
face a Lewis-Clark State team
they destroyed 79-55 last
Thursday.
If for nothing else, the trip
to Lewiston should be interesting in that the Eagles will
be playing in an archaic
building. "It's a unique
place," Krause said. "It's one
of the few.. remaining snake
pits in college basketball. They
have an old balcony that hangs
over one end of the floor, .so
you can't throw a long pass.
It's a confined place, and our
players had better be ready for
a lot of noise."
Eastern played back-toback games last week, and encountered mixed results. The
Eagles jumped to a big early
lead against the Warriors and
cruised to a 24-point win
Thursday.
However, the victory was
quite painful for foi:_ward John
Wade. Trying to intercept a
pass early in the second, he instead intercepted an enemy fist
and suffer,ed a .broken qpse. ~
The injury required him to ·
wear a mask the next night. at .
Central Washington.
In that game, before J,900
screaming Ellensburgers in
tradition-rich
Nicholson
Pavillion, the Wildcats scored
Matt Piper was just one of -several Eagle standouts off the
,a measure of revenge with a
bencb.-photo by Doreen Blenz
·
come-from-\,ehind
75-70
triumph, earning mentor Dean
Krause called it "an ed free throw--by Central,
Nicholson his 400th coaching outstanding college basketball surprisingly--that proved to be
victory.
.
game,'' but pointed to a miss- the pivoial play of the game..
~................
. ~. . . . . . . . . . . ._.~.,.......~ ,
With Central leading,.__71-70
II?
with 21 seconds to play, the
EWU'S "CIRCLE K CLUB" IS
Eagles fo~led forward John

I

, I COLLECTING A MILE OF PENNIES
r.
FOR MARCH OF DIMES,
r.
FEBRUARY ·7 Thra 13.
II DONATION
WE NEED YOUR HELP!
JARS WILL BE IN CHENEY

I
I ~::~::· J~1:~d tt~~h~i=::~;
I and inserted a substitute. The
I Eagles were well aware that in

II

the event of a missed free
throw,. Central playe~s · would
II?
STORES AND DORM OFFICES. CALL
.
try to t!~ the ~all. behmd them
alI!! . 359-7275 FOR MORE INFORMATION
.- ~0 a waitmg Wildcat.
~
So w~a.t happened?
a
. . _ J'"
··
Harper's free 'throw bouqced
-%r ,. _ ........ ~, · twice off t"1e ~ron and fell off, .
-=======~ a Central man _tipped the _ball •
~
~
.
·
= =
~ 'behind him to a teammate and
~ ·~
-----· =
.
·:tpe _Eagles ·w~r7 forced to foul
'-!
·
~
agam.
"TOGETHER FOR TOMORROW!"
"~t _a11 ~~e down to that
~
(cont. on page 10)
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.omen rebound ~n:·: lallgh:er
Prior to Tuesday's women's
basketball game between
Eastern Washington and Gonzaga, Eagle center Maria Loos
was honored with flowers and
a hug from women., s athletic
director Mary Rubright for
surpassing Ron Cox and
becoming EWU's all-time
leading rebounder.
At the same time, perhaps
some sympathy flowers could
havfbeen sent to the Gonzaga
bench, as the Bulldog women
were about to endure another
blasting at the han·ds of EWU.
The final score of 75-51 ·
does not appear that terrible
when you consider.that the last
time the two teams met,
Eastern won by 40 points.
Eagle coach Bill Smithpeters
went to his bench as fast as he.
could, possibly out of some
charitable feeling.
Eastern, dominating every
phase of the game, bolted to a
19-4 lead early, while Gonzaga's attempts to stop the·
Eagles bordered on the
hilarious.
EWU led 42-20 at the break
and coasted after intermission,
at one time leading by 31
points. 11 women played and
10 scored, and reserve wing
Monica Van Riper had the flu
and missed the game.
"I didn't think it was much of

a contest after the first few
minutes," said Smithpeters.
The Eagles dominated the
backboards, grabbing what
may b~ a school record 70 rebounds to only 40 for Gonzaga. Senior Neil Ann Massie
had 11 boards in only 17
minutes, Loos 11 and Lori
Clarke 8.
Junior Sue Karstetter led the
women with 18 points off the
bench, in addition to her teamhigh 12 rebounds. Karstetter
was a perfect six-for-six from
the field in 23 minutes of playing time.
"She's a very explosive-type
player," said Smithpeters.
"When she goes up for the rebound the clears· everybody
off the boards."
Defensively the Eagles held
Gonzaga to 32.4 percent
shooting from the field, while
stopping second-leading scorer
Leigh Morehouse. "We had
Lori Clarke assigned to her,"
said Smithpeters, "and 'I don't
think she had more than two
points while Lori was out
there."
Offensively,
however,
Smithpeters was not pleased.
"We got sloppy at times," he
said. "In a game like this it's
hard to keep your intensity.
This year we have not played a
good offensive ballgame for

the entire 40 minutes."
The women stopped
the'mselves with 21 turnovers
. and only 41 percent shooting
from the floor. "We're inconsistent on offense,'' said
Smithpeters. "We're way
overdue to play a good offensive game. In fact, we're about
20 games overdue."
Despite all that, compared
to their performance against
Washington State last Saturday, a win is a win, any way .
you can get it.
In that game, the team committed 31 turnovers, shot 34
percent from the floor, and hit
just one of each two gifts from
the charity stripe. Needless to
say, those figures· don't add 'l:lP •
to a win.
Forty-five minutes late, 'the
game· got underway, and the
Cougars jumped on EWU early. Said Smithpeters, "It· was
our slowest start of the year.''
WSU ran the lead up to 16 by
the half, as the Eagles couldn't
get into their rythym at all.
EWU came out in the second.half and whittled the lead
down to six at the 12-minute
mark, but repeatedly took
themselves out of the game
with costly mistakes. "We
were just killing ourselves with
a turnover or a foul .at crucial
times," said Smithpeters.
Then, about halfway
through the second half, WSU Sue Karstetter scores two of her game-high 18 points on this
helped keep the Eagles out of revene layup.-photo t;yLlndsay Skaggs
sync, as they protested the
.
" .referee's.
Kim
Jagla
also
performed
interpretation, of a all season, as the offense goes, contention, the team will have
by Kirk Findlay
well, capturing first on the rule, and .a ten-minute ,protest so goes the defense. "It seems to b,e playing more consistentStaff Writer
discussion followed. After that if we are having a good ly by then, and Smithpeters
In their first dual meet of bars and third on the beam. .
I
"We're
starting
to
come·
that, the game · cruised to a riight 6ffensively, then tlfe rest provided a possible explanathe year, Eas~rn s gytnnastic'
falls into place,'' said tion for their erratic play, sayteam came away victorious, together as a team," Harrison predictable finished.
While the women's perfor- Smithpeters. "That can hurt a ing, "We are playing on too
beating Western Oregon State . stated. "Everyone is improvCollege 122.9-118.1S, in Mon- ing in all events, and workirag mance was understatingly team, because you have · to much emotion at times, and
very hard, which is great, to "disappointing," according to make up for poor shooting that's why we are having troumouth Ore.
the coach, there were some with good defense."
ble with the mental things,
Senior captain Helen see."
The
team
must
now
win
its
The .Eagles competed bright spots individually.
such as free throw shooting
Balabanis led the way, winnwithout the services of junior Clarke continued to show last four league games, and and turnovers."
ing second in the all-around on
Daine Wilkerson, who was out great promise, as she put in 12 hope that they get some help
The team will be idle for 10
the strength of her two first
with a sprained foot, but she's points and pulled down 11 re- from the Cougars in knocking days before travelling to
place finishes in the floor exerexpected to return this bounds. Loos set the all-time off Montana. The Eagles will Portland State Feb. 12 and
cise and vault.
weekend. Wilkerson is indeed EWU rebounding record in get another shot at the Washington the next night.
It was a close meet as the a valuable member, narrowly that game, as she pulled down Grizzlies on F..eb. 27. To be in
squads were separated by a missing a berth in the national 19'boards and 10 points, while
(EIIBJ/ATING DUil
~ t t::, .
mere point with one event re- meet last winter.
Darlene Winter put in 9 points
maining. The Eagle womei:i
'' We don't want to rush ·her, in only 10 minutes of play.
though, proceeded · to sweep so we'll probably · do · two Said Smithpeters, '' Lori gave
C:J. t::, V
the first four places in the events instead of four," said us another fine game, and
floor exercise to wrap up the Harrison.
Maria dominated the boards.
'7HANl<S TO ALL OF YOU"
win.
Saturday EWU will host Jeanne Eggart hurt us, but
COME IN & REGISTER FOR TWO $50.00 GIFT CERT/FICA TES ·
Teammates Kathy Crotty, $.cattle University, a team they she's done that before, and
NAMES TO BE DRAWN FEBRUARY 27TH
/NO PURCHASE NECESSARY - NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WM
Jody .Adams and Lisa Lyden beat earlier in the year in the we've still beat them.''
supported Balabanis's winning Washington Open. CompetiAlso individually, there .
EACH.WEEK OF FEBRUARY
effort in second', · third ·a nd tion starts at 1 p.m. upstairs in were some poor shooting per"fHE JEAN PARLOUR.
Phase·II.
fourth places respectively:
formances,
and as it has been
·,
.
"I was a little surprised we
IS.FEATURING AN ·
did so well on the floor, since
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
we practice on a spring floor,''
said coach Kathy Harrison. "I
COUPON
was extremely pleased and
819 First- Cheny.~
proud, though," she added.
FOR THE WEEK OF FEB. 4th TO 10th

Balabanis shines ·

1sr-

*&\

AKK/VfRgA~Y ou;·

*~II

·PORT OF·ENTRY

--------~
-

235-6843

$8.00 off regular priced merchandise
~ fUchase over $25.00

,$po~on, fiil1 6/11,I,
,, WMhl~«I
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1

·JeCl,i Parlour

· :f'ree Popcorn

WEDNESDAY:

zs• Schooner ·

THURSDAY:

Wi~ thia coupoa& college m

jean parlour
Please clip & present coupon for discount

COME IN & ENJOY OTHER INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SAVINGS OF 30% TO 60%
OR.MORE

. TUESDAY:
Kegger Nite-15.00
It :All
You can drink
Coirege Nite
'Jl.75 Pitchers

.
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Oregon.mat jinx continues
by Kirk Findlay
Sporu Writer

Oregon continues to" be
ungrateful to Eastern's
wrestlers, as the matmen again
came up empty handed in action last weekend.
Eastern could salvage only
one individual victory the entire weekend, that cQming in
Friday's dual meet loss to
Southern Oregon in Salem, 33-

3.
Surprisingly, two other
teams besides Willamette
showed up in Salem to wrestle
the Eagles - and all wanted to
take on EWU, fresh from an
eight-hour drive from Cheney.
Simon Fraser and Southern
Oregon both. showed up at
Willamette, where Eastern was
supposed to wrestle only the
.host team, but instead were

K~use called Don Garves' 20-point effort in Central loss
"a real gem." Garves leads EWU in both· scoring and rebounding.-photo by Doreen Bienz.

matched against a tough
Southern Oregon squad.
"It was all a big mixup,"
said Coach Stan Opp.
"Needless to say, the whole
damn day was a mess.''
And things didn't get any
better Saturday in Portland.
where EWU failed to place
any member in the "money'\
and abruptly left for home,
not bothering to stick around
for the final team·standings.
"I know we din't finish
last," laughed Opp. A couple
of teams were gone before we
were, but that's nothing to
brag about."
Ted Navarre came the
close~t to placing, making it to
the semifinals, before dropping two in a row.

"We looked very flat and
tired," Opp explained. "I
thought we would be more
successful obviously. but I
believe we're a much better
club than we showed.''
Considering that regionals is
only a week and a half away,
the team had best gear up and
try and gain momentum in
their final three mfitches of the
season.
Freshman Rick Theifa ult
again looked good for EWU,
winning the, lone match
against Southern Oregon, and
he sp9rts the best _overall
record among starters at 12
wins and S losses. Against
North Idaho's Tom Harris a
week from yesterday,
Theifaul( worked a headlock
move for a total of five points
en route to a 8-6 victory,
avenging two earlier losses to
him.
Eastern hosts Central
Washington and Boise St. in a
double dual meet beginning at
1 p.m. on Reese Court this
Saturday, before closing out
the regular season against
Washington St. in Pullman
Feb. 10.

The 12-team tournament
consisted mainly of Division I
teams - among them, Oregon,
(cont.f,rompage8)--- Oregon St. and San Jose St .•
the latter twQ b,eing nationally
ranked.
This· only compoundplay," said Krause. "We were them ca11 duplicate that kind tral. Lincoln Burton had his ·
ed
problems
for Eastern's inready for it. John Wade had of performance very often.''
best weekend in awhile, and experienced squad, now 2-7 in
his man boxed out and our
The loss spoiled a heroic ef- Matt Piper played well
guys assumed that Wade fort by Wade, hampered by vi- Thursday, but he reinjured his dual match competition, and
would get the rebound. They sion problems from wearing foot Friday when somebody relatively unsuccessful fo tourkinda s.trayed and it cost us.':
the mask and troubled by stepped on it, and Tony naments this year.
headaches from the pain of a Chrisman did an excellent
The Eagles. however. had broken nose. Still, the 6-6 job."
other chances to complete the senior totalled 17 points.
In an effort to combat slow•
•
"I think John Wade played tempo teams, the ·Eagles have •
sweep of Central. "We had
three or four opportunities to the best game of his career,'' come out of their accustomed
take command, but when they Krause said. "It was a real zone defense and have played
This -far away. That's how to be competitive on the team
missed a shot, we just didn't courageous performance. He quite a bit of man-to-man lateclose the EWU men's swim level. .Suzy Koppa chalked up
come up with the ball. If we'd ' played under a lot of stress ly.
taken our three-point lead and and pressure." .
"We did that to pick up the teai:n came to defeating the three places: second in the 200
He was also.the victim of a tempo," Krause explained. University of Idaho last Freestyle (2:01.82), first in the
expanded it to five, · I
guarantee you .it would have Central cheap shot. While "We had to go out and cause weekend in Moscow. In their 200 Butterfly (2:19.58), and
Wade , and a Wildcat were the action. We have con- narrowest defeat ever, the men second in the 50 Butterfly
been a different ballgame."
Krause said the Wildcats did scrambling on the floor for a fidence in both defenses. We Jost· 5·8 -53. The women had a · (28.65). Mary Shiffer had two
not do anything strategically loose ball, another Wildcat can either cause the action tougher time though, as they firsts in the meet, I meter Diving with a score of 118.10 and
different from the two teams' dove for the ball and struck -(man) or handled teams who were drowned 94-33.
While the team results were also won the 3 meter diving
first encounter, they just Wade in the face. The Central create action (zone)."
player was whistled for a
·received better results.
Eastern's
man-to-man good, he individual perfor- 148.75.
''The biggest thing they did flagrant foul.
The women continued with
defense should get quite a mances were outstanding. The
"They made a. definite ef- workout during this road trip, men captured four firsts and more places from Karen Zimwas they hit some shots that
they didn't hit the last time," fort to get him.'' said Krause. as all three opponents only at- two seconds. The women merman third in the 100
he said. ''Their shot selection "He got hit hard twice that tack the basket as a last resort. grabbed three firsts, four Freestyle, and Lisa Deck got
was poor here and there. They night, but you wouldn't know So instead of EWU waiting for seconds and four thirds.
two thirds. the 200 Backstreke
had
two below-average it. It was one of the best per- other team to play, the Eagles
Year-best times were turned (2:31.13), and SO Backstroke
inbyJohnBryant(2:1S.86)in (33.39).
In
the
50
shooters hit some big shots for formances by an athlete that will force them to play.
them."
·
I've been around."
the
200
Breaststroke,
Eric
Br.
e
aststroke.
Nancy
Reffett
Following the LCSC game
Eastern's leading scorer and Eastern returns home for five Doering's secpnd in the 200 swam in third (38.19), while
"Dale Daniels is not a good
shooter, and he was 6 for 8. rebounder, Don Garves. paced in a Tow before -finishing the Freestyle. (l :52.61), Karen Jeri Sisco was second in the 50
David Williams is not a good the Eagles with 20 points and regular season at Eastern Zimmerman's second in the Backstr0ke (32.73).
outside shooter, and he was 9 six rebounds. "That was -one Montana. However, for those 200 · Butterfly (2:29.73), and
for 18. I don't think either of of his best all-around games," games to have much playoff the men's 400 Medley Relay
Coach Eileen O'Donnell
(1
:42.91)
team
of
Bryantsaid Krause. "A real gem."
pleased witfi the individual
importance EWU must fare
The 15th-year coach was well in the coming five days.
Kildow-Thomas-~hristian.
performances, and comalso pleased with the play
Other notable finishes for mented, "This is the closest we
"It's a critical week for us,"
from his bench. "Melvin said Krause. "It's our last big the men were freshman Brian have ever come to beating
Bradley played exceptionally road trip., and we have to get a Kildow' s win in the 500 Idaho in a men's meet."
well," said Krause. "He split or a ,sweep to have a shot Freestyle (4:58.03), Theo
This weelcend the teams will
Scllmeeckle's
win
in be competing in the Oregon
played flawlessly against Cen- at it."
the 200 Freestyle (1 :50.77) State Invitational, in Corvalis,
University of Arizona offers
~~
and the 400 Freestyle Relay on Friday and Saturday. The
more than 40 courses; anthro'
r;;::.::::;::::;::=:::::-. .
team's (3:26.74), Doering- meet sho1,dd be some fine com:
pology, art, bilingual educaC
::S
'BIGGER
T ho m a s - S u d e .r s o n - petition, and some Eastern
tion, folk music and folk
Schmeeckle.
,,. swimmers are hopeful that
JUICIER
dance, history, political sciThe women were solid up they'll qualify for Nationals in
BURGERS'
top, but weren't deep ellough March.
ence, sociology, Spanish language and literature.and in•
tensive Spanish. Six-week
rHI~ WE~K'S SPECIA£1 ·
session. June 28-August 6,
1982. Fully accredited.graduate and undergraduate proALSO ·
,
gram. Tuition $360. Room
and board in Mexican home,
$395.
EEO/AA ·

Tough road----

OSU invite next for .
1mprov1ng swimmers

GUA0AlAJARA
SUMMER

SCHOOL

couPoN ro-ooonoooooo··

:::s:

a

•IINNYr'I
- CZ ~
·.

-, CHENEY
FLEA -MARKEm

BACON :~

. BU:RGER

11011st St. -Cheney, .WA ,

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School

New hours: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sun., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
.
· 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Fri. & Sat. Closed Mon.

Mollday & WednNday Oaly
3:00 p.~.-8:00 p.m.
'

BURGERS-25% OFFI

Robert L. Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

CHENEY PAWN SHOP

'

. Goo4 tllna 2-lo-82
Limit one per coupon
Please present when ordering

·
1204- lst

238-6126

·Mon. through Sat. 11 a,m. • 10 p.m.

~00000J)fflffl COUPON~----~

we·are the only licensed pawn brokerin
the Cheney area. Buy~ sell or loan.
money on most anything of value .

NO HANDGUNS

Table Rental: 4'x8' Tabl•IS.00/Day- 128/ Week
Phone235-4347or448-1545-9-8
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Bella Abzug still iln _actfve feminist
by Chris Tate
Interim Feature Editor

r

Former congresswoman
Bella Abzug in 1976 campaigned with the slogan "A
Woman's place is in the
House.'' Not only did she coin
that phrase for the women's
movement, she won the House
seat and became one of the
most influential feminists in
the country.
She is not a congresswoman
anymore, but Abzug is still on
the road campaigning. Her
reputation as a political activist, a proponent of equal
rights and an advocate for
minorities precedes her, as was
evident last week when she addressed a packed auditorium
in
Gonzaga's
Kennedy
Pavilion.
·
Abzug, who spends much of
her time traveling to university
campuses, talked about
women, politics, economics
and the role of students in the
society.
Women
are
still
discriminated against, politics
are still dirty, Reaganomics
aren't working and students
are becoming less and less involved in planning the future,
she said.
"What young people do and
don't think is very important,'' said Abzug who still
wears a wide-brimmed hat at
public speaking engagements.
"We felt strongly that we
had to prepare ourselves to be ,
able to make a living, as college students are today,'' she
said of college students more
than four decades ago . ."But it
'was fncon"cliivabl8· tdi" us" hat ,
just going to school and
studying to become cultured
was sufficient. Having come
out of the depression, we felt
very strongly that what happened in society would affect
our lives and future - therefore
we had to participate to make
sure that that which we would
be becoming could be realized
by our participation."
The periods in history when ·
students have been involved
were significant however, Abzug said.
"Vietnam was turned
around by young people," she
said. "It was an illegal, immoral war and students refused to participate in it."
Abzug maintains when
political institutions are closed
to large majorities of .People to worµen, to young people, to
the elderly - they are shut out
of power, and decisions are
made by only a small part of
the population.
''This is the reason there is a
strong women's movement
developing throughout the
worJd,'' ,she said.
Abzug's own interest in the
women's movement began
when she was turned down by
Harvard Law School because
she was a woman. She attended Columbia University in- ,
stead, became a lawyer, a
wife, mother, feminist, politician ,a nd a presidential advisor
for President Jimmy Carter.
"You may have heard I, was
removed from that advisory
position," said Abzug. "It is a
polite way of saying President
Carter fired me because he
thought I was meddling in affairs a woman has no business
in,'' she said.
I

The women's movement
wants to change conditions
and make every issue a
women's issue, she said.
Abzug recently attended a
United Nations conference on
the Mid-Decade of Women.

"In 1975, they gave us a -percent of the professional granted equal constitutional
year - International Women's managerial jobs earn only 37 rights.
Year," she said. "Before that, cents on the dollar compared
"It is shocking to conI think they gave us a day. with men. Women earn less -template that in this great
Then, all the United Nations than 10 percent of the world's democracy of ours, we
in the world declared that income and they own less than · (women) were not confrom 1975 to 1985 was the l percent of the world's in- -•templated," she said. "As
Decade of Women. I mean, come and they own less than l . great as our forefathers were,
who knows, maybe if we percent of the world's proper- they didn't give a hoot about
(women) behave, they might ty.
our foremothers."
•
let us into the whole thing."
"I've always had a fairly deAbzug said it has only been
If there were more excluded cent sense of outrage about during the last 5,000 years that
groups in power, we wouldn't these sorts of things," said women have .been considered
have to have a day, or a year Abzug who is now 60 years secondary creatures to men. In
or a decade to remember them old.
many ancient civilizations,
by, she saiq.
Women have had the vote women were worshipped• as
"Many women say they since 1920, for example, she creators of life, as goddesses,
pon 't feel excluded or said. More than 50 years later, as inventors of .the alphabet
discriminated against,'' Abzug women still have not been
(cont. on page 12)
said. "But in reality, that is . r-••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••~ , ,
reallynotthecase."
:
Q
Young women college I
<91"1"1'..
-•1.
<9-D
I
graduates still dQ not earn as :
Pl ZZA·
c%'PARLOR
much as male high school I
~
f
·
drop-outs, she said.
,s.;~w,c+
I
According to a UN con- t
CHENEY
Open 11 a.m. daily 1
1
ference report, women repre~xcept Sun. 12:00
,
1
Deliveries!
1
sent more than one-half of the 1
.
1
1
United States population, and I
WRH A
they earn only 59 cents on the
122 C~~;i~:fd-2nd f
. . dollar compared t~ men. Also, J
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. LibrarY, Bella A bzug, Briefs

ancient societies, and some
were even warriors, she said.
'' I like to repeat a favorite
anecdote a friend of mine M:ijllicent Feruwick -- likes to
tell,'' Abzug said. ''It goes like
this. A gentlemen who is a bit
disgruntled by the women's
movement says 'But I've
always thought of women as
being soft and smelling good.'
Says· M:~llicent, 'That's funny,
I've always felt the same way
about men. I hope you haven't .
been disappointed as many
times as I have." '

"We did receive a few complaints from students but most
understand," he said. "Some
people thought that the cutback was due to energy savings
but that wasn't the issue here.
"We had to save staff
hours--simple as that. It takes
a lot of people to operate the
various service desks in the
library," he said.
"We can't have the library
open. It has to be open and
functioning.''
Baumann could not say if
the library would suffer any
more cutbacks the rest of this
The Eastern Washington
year.
University Symphony Or" I just don't know. I hope P chestra, under the direction of
to goodness not," he said. maestro Dennis Layendecker,
"It's conceivable we could get is scheduled to present a
more cuts. I can't give any Winter Quarter concert Tuesassurance we won't."
day, Feb. 9, on campus in

-Briefs,-

BellaAbzug
(from page 11)

and language, developers of
agriculture, as healers of the
sick and teacher of the intelligent, dispensers of wisdom
and justice. Women were
queens and empresses in those

Cheney.
The concert, free and open
to the public, is expected to
begin at 8 p.m. in the Music
Building Recital Hall.
The Symphony's presentation will feature works by
Bach, Hayden and Stravinsky.
Professor Kelly Farris will be
featured as violin soloist.
The concert is an official
event of Eastern's Centennial
Celebration.

....

EWU wiJl host Professor
Kenneth
E.
Boulding,
Distinguished Professor of
Economics, University of Colorado, on February 11, 1982,
at a Faculty Colloquium entitled "The Break~own of National Defense." The event is
co-sponsored by the Spokane
Consortium For International
Studies (EWU, Whitworth,
SFCC and SCC).

cf:effer~ conlinueJ

.

Filing for AS Executive

Satire

(from paae 2)

President, Executive VicePresident, Finanacial ViceEasterner: Then it is possiPresident as well as positions ble?
on the Executive Council,
Bonzo: No comment.
Numbers 4,S,6,7 and 9 starts
Easterner: What do you
today, Feb. 4, at 8 a.m. and think of the teaching of Creacloses next Thursday•, Feb. 10 tionism in public schools?
at S p.m.
Bonzo: I really don't care,
Students who are interested but it's causing a furor among
in participating · in student the reptiles.
government must file in the
Easterner: Why is that?
AS . office, third floor of the
Bonzo: According to the
PUB. Ask for the Filing
Packet which contains all the theory, the dinosaurs died out
information in regards to because Noah wouldn't let
qualifications (2.0 GPA), them on the ark. The
campaigning and poster crocodiles are saying that
Christianity is anti-reptilian
regulations.
and have converted in large
Primary elections will be numbers to Buddhism. The
held on Thursday, Feb. 17. turtles are beginning to call
Poils will be set up at Tawanka themselves the ''chosen peoand the PUB.
ple."
1
•

·.· Reader calls· STS 'Mickey'

Dear Editor:
· l'ni writing in response to
The Easterner's January 28
issue's article entitled "The
Most Fit Ride'' which satirizes
the "survival of the fittest"
when commuting on a
Spokane Transit Bus to and
from EWU. The implications
of this article are far-reaching.

I have commuted to and

from EWU for the better part
of these last three years and
there has been a steady decline
in commuter bus service all the
0 VERSE AS
JOBSway around. We commuters
Summer/year round. Europe,
have paid more and more and
st
S. Amer.,
Au
ralia,
Asia.
All
gotten
less and less. If you
1
Fields,. $S00-$1200 monthly.
compare the quality of STS
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
bus service for the price to
IJC Box 52-WA-2 Corona Del CLASSIFIED ADS other transit systems in other
•M•a•r•,111
C111
A111911112111611211
5111
• ------'!~!!1~!1!'!~~!"'11!'!~~~ cities, STS has to be the most
LAST CHANCE RIDING Mickey Mouse, hassle-proned
Got the mid term Blues?
Visit Campus Hairstyling and STABLE, $5.00 per - hour. disgraceful disservice to
have us style away those-blues $1.00 discount with Student EWU's commuting popula- into a new you. Campus 1.D. Beginner lessons, $10.00 lion.I'd bet STS would clean
Hairstyling is ,conveniently per hour. Open 24 hours daily. up their act if they had a little
competition. Because they
located in the PUB. So call for 235-8948 for appointment.
don't, they don't have to
an appointment today, 3597840.
TY~ING, BOOKKEEPING, deliver and you, as EWU com· resume service. Term papers, muters, are paying plenty_ for
Interested in joining a group briefs, thesis, you name it! their third-rate mismanageof :,eople for a singing All documents proofread. ment and disorganization.
telegram service, earn some Some editing. (I'll make you
Allow me to qualify the
extra bucks during your free look great I) Reasonable rates. above with a typical ex~ple:
Susan, 328-7963 ·
How many times have you
been one of the first to get to
the bus stop and end up being
. one of the last to get on and
find that you either stand in
the aisle or wait for another
bus that comes ten minutes
'
later after tbe bus driver
Deadline Monday 9:00 a.in.
phones it in when he gets there
Payment Due When Ad is Submitted
- and then find yourself ten
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi
minutes late for class?
For Information Call 359-7930
What would the ramifications be if one of those busses
packed like a can of sardines (I
"

CLASSIFIED ADS

•••

time. Call Hank. 838·6748 :

CLASSIFIED ADS·
25 W.ords·orLess$2.00

mean all seats are taken and
people standing in the aisles
bumper-to-bumper clear up to
the front of the bus) went off
the icy road or:i a cold snowy
day on its way to Cheney?
We're not talking just the hassle; we're talking safety.
Discourteous bus drivers,
late arrivals and departures are
becoming more common. This
is understandable in the midst
of volcanic ash and snow blizzards, but it happens rain or
shine.
60 cents a ride one way, $48
per bus pass per quarter and a
percentage out of AS funds
are supporitng this type of service - if that's what you want
to call it.
·For being herded like a
bunch of sheep and putting up
with this garbage, there sure
isn't much being said or done.
What are the Committee for
Commuter Concerns and
those responsible with the
money.that you as commuters
pay into the .fund for bus service doing about this? They
can't do much if the problem
isn't voiced.
Taking the bus is supposed
to save energy and money - undoubtedly true. The transit
system,-s level of service to its

customers should be an incentive to accomplish this and in
turn good for their business
too. Paying top dollar and getting lousy service in the exact
opposite.
It would be nice if there
were designated stopping
points and the drivers stopped
exactly at those points and
everyone agreed on where
these stopping points were to
be so that "first come, first
served" principles could be
applied instead of being
"reduced to the buffalo heardlike behavior some commuters
have assumed."
It would be nice if there
were enough busses at the
right time to meet the demand
and everyone had a seat instead of this calling-foranother-bus at-the-last-minute
routine. This "sardine shuffle'' is .bad all the way around maybe there's an enforceable
law against it.
Hell, if enough people get
fed up, the pleasant theme of
"Go Greyhound and leave the
driving to us" could quickly
change to: "Boycott STS and
leave the dr.iver to us."
Meyer Louie

.

NeW world debuts
Imagine a world destroyed. Imagine that
after millons of years that world somebow
bred a new array of creatures - most of
them odd.
Imagine that planet being Earth. And
imagine that planet ~eemlng with bizarr.e
creatures named Jason Portable (abumbling
warlock), right-hand man (Jason's ... well,
hifl right-hand man, or insect), Keeper (a
hooded "wise" man) and Zabloc (the bad
guy).

Beginning this Issue, The Easterner presents Portable, a comic strip that will appear
in this sp-,ce each week for the rest of the
year.
Stay~ It 1ets stranger.
I

•
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